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R~port of the ICES/ICrgLJo~nt Worki~fL1'art;y on North Atl§;..n_t.l9 Salmon 
March 1972 
A. INTRODUCTION 
1 • The Working Party met in thE~ Department of Agricul ture and Fisheries, 
Dublin on 21 st - 24th March 1972. The following were present. 
A.W. M'ay 
C .P. Ruggles 
O. Christensen 
SV. K. Horsted 
J. Mpl1er J ensen 
I.R.H. Allan 
A. Swain a 
P. Davaine 
R. Vibert 
F. Thurow 
T. Gud:)onsson 
Mis sE. Twomey 
A.E •• T. Went (;1 
K.U. Vickers . 
rH Rosselar.d 
W.R. Munro 
B.B. Parr ish (Chairman) 
K.A. Pyefinch (Rapporteur) 
a R. Hennemuth 
J. Mpller Christensen 
Canada 
Canada. 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Denmark 
England and Wales 
England and Wales 
France 
France 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Iceland 
Irish Republic 
Irish Republic 
Northern Ireland 
Norway 
Scotland 
Scotland 
Scotland 
USA 
J;CES 
a Present for part of the meeting only 
Ap)logies for absence were received from G.J. Ridgway (USA) and A. Bogdanov 
(USSR). A representative from Iceland attended for the first time. 
2. The Working Party received the la test infor:::atic:n available on the West 
Greenland and NorNegian Sea salmon fisheries, made further u3sessments of 
the effects of these fisheries on total and home-waters catches and considered 
in deta'i.l the plans proposed by the Tagging Planning Group for the International 
tagl5ing programme at West Greenland in 1972. 
B. WEST GREENLAND FISHERY 
3. At its annual meeting in 1970, ICNAF adopted a resolution setting out a 
number of regUlatory measures for the salmon fishery in its Convention area 
during 1971. This resolution is set out in Appendix 1. These measures, which 
came into force on 1 January 1971, included a limitation of the 86gregate 
tonnage of the fishing vessels e:cployed 0:::' 1:1:e catch taken by each cor~tractinz 
Gover:.:.ent to the 1 969 level and the prohi'oi~ion of' the u:,e of any :tonofila.r.:ent 
nets not acquir'ed. before 1 st July 1970. The events in the \'fest Greenland .fisher'J 
in 197', 1 dealt with below I are cor..sidered in the light. of these tleasures. 
1 • S~ati5tics and Co~nosition of the Fisherl 
4. The salll'.on catches at West Greenland in the yeo.rs1960-71 (the data ;:'or 
1971 aN provisional) are shown in Table 1. In 19711 as in the previous 
yearl it was not possible to separate the catch by GNenla."1d vessels into its 
drift-net and gill-net cOiliponents. 
5. The total cat c.'l in 1971 J accordil'.g to present ir.i'or;::ation, woos 2015 
metric tons, which is a SUbstantial increase ove:::, the catch ~or 1970 
(2146 metric tons) a.."ld is the highest catch yet reoorded at West G-.Ncr.la.."'.d. 
Though this catch cannot be completely separated into drift-nut anc gill-not 
components, the forQer was , almost cert~inlYI the larger. On the basis of.' 
the catcnes made by research vessels, the size and age composition o~ the cil~on 
stock exploited were very similar to those in previous years. The stoc!c consisted 
almost entirely of one-sea-wintar fis.~ which had migrated to sea as two ... or t::ree-
years-old s:uolts. The remainder consisted of :;:"ish older than one-soa-winter. The 
sex ratio (3.1 females: 1 male) was also similar to that in previous yea.rs. 
6. As in previous years, the total catch shown in Table 1 i:ncludes 0. s!'::all 
catc.'1 (less than 10 metric tons) taken at Ang:::a.gssalik on the oast coast of 
Greenland. The distribution of the fishery in 1971 is shown in ]':'g. 1. Tt.is 
indicates that the drift-net flshery exter.dad all along the west co""zt 1 rro!':: -:;r.~ 
Disko area in the north to the vicinity of Julianeh~b in the south ar.~ that ~~:l­
netting was carried. out at a r.U!llber of places a.long this length oi' cO",st. 
7. ';Ihe table below shows the number of vessels (excludinB Greenland-reeistered 
vessels) which have taken part in the West Greenland drift-net fisher'J l:"rom 
its inception in 1965. 
2 
~~ !i1:!.~of Vessel! 
Denmark ~ NOr?raI ~!E .Total 
1965 0 1 1 0 2 
1966 0 1 1 0 2 
1967 lj. 4 3 0 11 
1968 10 2 4- 1 17 
1969 15 6 11 2 34-
1970 13 7 10 1 31 
1971 11 3 8 0 22 
8. This shows that the number of non-Greenlandic vessels participating in the 
drift-net fishery in 1971 was fewer than in 1970 (assuming that no Swedish 
vessels fished at West Greenland in 1971), yet the total catch taken by them was 
approximately 350 metric tons greater. This must mean either that the abundanoe 
an~or availability of salmon in the offshore area was substantially greater in 
1971, giving rise to higher average catch rates per vessel, anq/or that the total 
effective fis~ing effort was higher despite the fewer vessels, due to an 
increase in their fishing power and efficiency. Although insufficient data are 
available for the changes in fishing power and effioiency to be determined 
acourately it is known that in recent years improved, more efficient drift-net 
gear has been adopted progressively by the fishing fleet~ Changes in the gear 
W!1ich may have c()ntribu ted to the 6rel.l.ter eff'iciency are:-
(a) The use of monofilament nets, which comparative fishing experiments 
have shown to give higher catch rates than the polyfilament nets used 
previously. Monofilament nets were first used by a. few vessels in 1969 
and their use inoreased rapidly thereafter and, in 1971, most of the 
drift nets used were monofilament. 
(b) The introducti~1n, by some vessels, of a floating, unbuoyed drift-net 
head line instead of the normal buoyed one. Limited comparative fishing 
experiments have shown that nets rigged in this new way gave higher catoh 
rates •. 
(0) A progressive adoption of the most effioient drift-net mesh size. 
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(d) An increase in the number of nets shot per day by some vessels, through 
the use of monofilament nets during daylight. 
9. Although the combined effects of these factors cannot be estimated accurately 
the available data suggest that between 1968 and 1971 they, together with a 
gel'lt1ral inorease in crew I skill and experience', resulted in at least a doubling 
of tae average fishing power and efficiency oombined of the individual fishing 
operation and that, therefore, in 1971 the to tal effective fishing effort by the 
drift-net fleet was not lower than in 1970. Thus it seems likely that the :i,ncrease 
in drift-net catoh in 1971 was not primarily due to greater stock abundance. as 
the average catch per vessel would suggest. 
10. These data indicate clearly the limitations of the vessel tonnage regUlation 
introduced in 1971 as a method of stabi1ising effeotive fishing effort in a. 
fishery in which majt~r technologi cal and othe r developments afi'ecting fishing 
power and efficiency were taking place. Nevertheless the measures introduced did 
prevent the entry of additional tonnage into the fishery. 
2. Origin and Destination of Salmon at West Greenland 
(a) Reoaptures of Fish at West Greenland Ta,gBed in Home Waters 
11. Recaptures during 1963-71 of salmon tagged in home waters either as natural 
(wild) or hatchery-reared smolts and as kelts, are shown in Tables 2, 3 an~ 4. 
These tables include ne~ uata and revisions of data presented in earlier reports 
of the Working Party. 
12. The latest data show that, in 1971 as in previous years, fish tagged in the 
main salmon-producing oountries wer'e recaptured at West Greenland. The 
Working Party draws attention to the recoveries at West Greenland of salmon tagged 
as wild smolts in the extreme south-west of Franoe in 1969 and 1970. Additional 
tags were reported from Norway bringing the total for that country to eleven 
reoaptures from the West Greenland area. Salmon occurring in West Greenland 
are, therefore, now known to originate on the European side from about latitude 
63°N to about 44°N, whioh is almost the southern limit of the speoies. Attention 
4 
is also drawn to the high number and recapture rate, in 1971, from hatchery-
reared smolts tagged in the USA in 1970. Seven of these tagged fi8., together 
'with one from Canada, were taken in the small east coast catoh mentioned in 
para. 6, which indicates that salmon from North American rivers had migrated 
far up the east coast of Greenland. 
13. Some fish tagged ~s kelts in home waters have been recaptured at West 
Greenland, usually in the autum~ following release and, in particular, there 
was a substantial increase in the number of Canadian tagged kelts recaptured in 
1 970 and 1 971 • 
14. The Working Party agreed, as at its previous mp.etings, that it w~s not possible 
to obtain reliable estimates of the proportions of the salmon stock at West 
Greenland originating from individual countries from the tag recapture data. 
However, the latter continue to indicate that the major part of the West Greenland 
salmon stock is derived from rivers in Canada, G~eat Britain and Ireland. 
(b) ~Qtures of Fish Ta~ged at West Gre~land and in the Labrador Sea 
15. In 1970 and 1 971 , British, Canadian and Danish 5 cientists conduoted further 
tagging experiments at West Greenland. Seven looal recaptures were made from 
1 to about 30 days after release. Of the fis h tagged in 1970, fopr recapture ~ were 
made in home waters (C'anada 2, Ireland 1 and Scotland 1) • During the 1 971 
experiment a hatchery-reared fish tagged in the USA in M~ 1970 was reoaptured in 
Diskofjord and released after re-tagging. 
16. Additional tagging was conduoted in 1970 and 1971 by Cana.dian scientists in 
t.he Labrador Sea and a total of 86 fish was tagged in the area. Eleven 
reoaptures have been reported; 6 in the northeast of Newfoundland and 5 in Chaleur 
Bay on the borders of the Canadian provinoes of Quebeo and New Brunswiok. 
17. Table 5 gives details of the recaptures of fish tagged at West Greenland and 
in the Labrador Sea from 1965 to 1971 inclusive. This Sh0W5 that 38 
recaptu~e8 have been reported in home waters, 27 of which were of salmon tagged 
in the West Greenland area. Of the latter, 12 were reoaptured in North Amerioa 
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(Can.ada.) and 15 in Europe (G-reat Britain, Ireland and Spain). Attention is drawn 
to the recapture in the River Ason in Spain, which is near the southern limit of 
the species on the eastern side of the Atlantic. 
(c) Other StudieA 
18. Investigations were continued in 1970 and 1971 on biochemical characters and 
parasite fauna (as biological tags) in relatinn to the study of the origin 
and mixing of salmon at West Greenland. 
19. Canadian investigations of blood serum protein tn associatL"')U with parasite 
stUdies have provided promising results. Blood samples of 204 Atlantic 
salmon taken in the Labrador Sea and the West Greenland areas in the autumn of 
1 970 were analysed by Canadian scientists, using methods described in previous 
reports. Fort.y-nine per cent of the fish were identified as North American in 
origin and fifty-one per cent as European, a result similar to the proportionate 
returns of salmon tagged u.t West Grth:nland and recaptured in home waters (para. 17). 
Further work is in progress to check these results. 
20. Research on transferrin ~olymorphism which was oarried out in England, had 
indicated that a certain proportion of the salmon can be distinguished as to 
the continent of origin. An analysis of 984 blood samples oollected in the West 
Greenland area in 1970 showed that 18(2%) could be specifically identified as 
fish from the UK, 159(16%) as fish from North America though the remaining 807(8~) 
could not be allocated between the two populations. Further research 0n these 
latter fish is in progress. With the co-operation of a Danish commercial fishing 
vessel, 1 ,830 blood samples were collected. in the West Greenland area in 1971 and 
these are now being anal ysed. Work on various biochemical aspects of th is problem 
is also currently being undertaken in other countries. 
21. Wo.rk on parasites as biological tags was c0ntinued in 1 970 and 1 971. The 
Canadian results indioate that the abundance of' the parasite Anisakis §implex 
in North American salmon at West Greenland and in home waters is consistentJ.y 
lower than for European salmon, whereas the parasite Eubothrium crassum is more 
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prevalent in West Greenlana and in North Amerioan than in European salmon. 
n. Other methods for the separation of' stocks are being investigated. Of 
these, the use of' sr.~.g.le characteri.sties, which has proved so successful 
in the case of Pacific salmon, appears to be promising. Work in this field is 
in progress in a number or countri,:s but the results are not yet sufficiently advanood 
for the full value of tnis methcd to be assessed. 
3. ~essments.of the .Effects of the West Greenland Salmon Fisher;'l 
23. Previous assessments by the Working Party of the effects of the West 
Greenland fisher,y on h0me-waters stocks and catches of two- or more sea-winter 
salmon have been based on estimates of the changes in total weight (i.e. the 
resultant of natural ~ortality and growth) which would have occurred in the salmon 
comprising the, iVest Greenland catch had they not been caught there and, if 
surviving, had returned to home-waters in North America or Europe (ICES, C 'op. 
RAs. Rep., Nos. 8, 12, 2h). The lOtJses to the cr;mbined North American a.nd 
European h0me-waters stocks f0r a ~est Greenland catch of around 2,000 metric 
trms, as in 1969 and 1'9/0, wa.s estimated in this way to lie in the range 1,100 -
2,700 metric tons, and to the home-waters oatches of between 650 - 1,600 metric 
tons (using upper and lower values of instantaneous natural mortality rate of 
0.02 and 0.1 per month respectively). The same general levels of estimated 
losses were obtained fr( m the simulation of home water catches of two .. or more 
sea-winter salmon in Canada and the UK returning from West Greenland, 
as~,uming they had a.i.l been present in the fished area. there (for details see 
lCNAF Comm. Doc. 71/14 and ICNAF Res. Doe. 71/72). It is evident from the 
West Greenland catch data in Table 1 that the losses to the home-waters stocks 
and catches resulting frell the West Greenland fishery in 1971, estimated by 
the same method as in previous years, was probably somewhat greater th(~ the 
above estlmates for 1969 and 1970. 
24. In the absence of accurate measures of the relative contributions of salmon 
from different countries to the West Greenland stock it is not possible to 
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estimate reliably the losses on an individual country basis. However, the 
information available from tag recaptures (paras. 14 and 17) and biochemical 
studies (para. 19) suggests that, in recent years, the stock at West ~reenland 
was composed of salmon from North America (almost entirely Canada) and Europe 
(mainly Great Britain and Ireland) in roughly equal proportions, suggesting 
tentatively that the home-waters losses are also roughly equally divided 
between them. 
25. The results of detailed studies of the recaptures at West Greenland of 
salmon tagged as smolts in Canadian rivers show that individual rivers make 
markedly dif'ferent contributions to the exploited stock at west Greenland. They 
indicate that only a small proportion of the natural S!!:olt produoti'.Jn in rivers 
running into the B~ of Fundy contributes to the West Greenland stock but, for 
other Canadian rivers where smolts have been tagged, ~5pecially in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrenoe, the oontribution has been substantial. This means that Canadian 
home-water losses also differ markedly between river stooks. On the basis of 
available tag recapture data and taking into account the differenoes in stoCk 
size, these losses may be greatest for the stocks in the rivers running into 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, of which the Miramiohi is the largest. 
26. The above assessments of home-waters losses refer to the direot, immediate 
effeots on the population of salmon which, if not caught and if surviving, 
will return to home waters in subsequent years. They take no account or the 
possible effect of a reduction in spawning stock size, resulting from the 
exploitation at West Greenland, on future smolt production in home waters. 
27. Data from the Miramichi River stock in Canada show that there has been a 
steady decline in the abundance of two- or more sea-winter salmon entering 
the river since 1960 and of grilse since 1965, resulting in a marked reduotion 
in the egg production potential of the spawning stock to a level in 1969-71 at 
which smolt production is probably severely reduced. Although this deoline began 
amongst year-classes produced before the West Greenland fishery reached a 
high level and was therefore mainly due to other causes it is possible that the 
West Greenland fishery has contributed to the decline in the most reoent years. 
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C. NORWEGIAN SEA FISHERY 
28. At its annual meeting in 1970, NEAFC adopted a resolution setting out a 
number of regulatory measures for the salmon fishery in its Convention 
area during 1971. This resolution is set out in Appendix 2. These measures, 
which came into force on 1 st January 1971, included a closed season (1 st July 
to 5th May), closed areas «i) east of Longitude 22°E and, (ii) between 
Latitudes 63° and 68°N east of the Greenwich meridian), a minimum size for salmon 
caught (60 cm.) and a minimum hook size (gape not lese than 19mrr..). These 
measures have affected the catches in 1971 to such an extent that, in several 
respects, they a.re n'l longer comparable with the catches of previous years. 
1. Statistics and Compositi:;n of the Fisher! 
29. Data on the catohes taken and the number of vessels o~erating in the 
Norwegian Sea fishery in the years1965-1970 and provisional statistics for 
1971 are given in Table 6. These show that the rapid growth of the long-line 
fishery since1965 was halted in 1971 as a consequenoe of the rew regulatbns. 
In fact, the fishing effort was lower and the catch only amounted to about half 
that in 1970. 
30. Information on the catch-per-unit-effort in the long-line fishery in 
1968"1971 is given in Table 7. Judged from information on the fishery in 
1 969 and 1970 abundance and/or avail abili ty of salmon in the exploited area 
seems to rise gradually from February until April and decline during the 
remaining part of the season. The Da.nish catoh-per-unit-effort data for 
May""\iune was approximately the same in 1969, 1970 and1971. It should, however, 
be noticed that observations in 1970 and 1971 show a marked c3~oline of abundanoe 
and/or availability of salmon during June. As the fishery in 1971 was extended 
over a longer period in June, the catch~per~unit-effort data for this month 
are not strictly comparable with those for previous years. 
31. Owing to the establishment of olosed areas in 1971, the long-line fishery 
was restricted to north of La~itude 68°N and west of Longitude 220 E from the 
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Norwegian fishery limit to a distance of 360 nautical miles from the coast 
(Fig. 2). The main fishing was oonoentrated within 100 miles from the coast. 
No commercial salmon fishing was oonduoted in the vicinity of the Farce Islands 
in 1971 • 
32. In previous reports, it has been pointed out that about 90.% of the exploited 
stock in the Norwegian long-line fishery in the period February to mid-May 
had already spent two or more winters in the aea but that, after mid-May one-sea-
winter fish formed an increasing proportbn of the catch. As the fishing season 
in 1971 was restrioted to May-June it was to be expeoted that, in comparison with 
previous years, one-aea-winter fish would form a greater proporti0n of the total 
catoh. This was supported by Danish oatch data. which showed that about 15-20% of 
the catch (15% of the landings) oonsisted of tnis sea age group, c1mpared with 
10% in 1970. Prohibition of fishing in the closed areas, where the catches of 
former years were especially dominated by older salmon, probably also contributed 
to this inorease. It would, however, probably have been greater but for the minimum 
fish and hook size regulations. The former resulted in some discarding of fish 
below 60 om. in length. 
33. As in previous years, the condition factors of the two-sea-winter salmon 
oaught in the long-line fishery varied widely but were, on average, low 
compared with salmon of the same sea age caught at various localities in 
Norwegian coastal waters. However, the difference between the c':>ndition factors 
of the salmon in the two fisheries in 1971 (10-1 5%) was less than in previous 
years (20-30%). 
2. Ori.sin and .Desti,nation of Salmon in the Norwesian SeB: 
31~. Information on reoaptures in the Norwegian Sea fishery of salmon tagged as 
smolts in home waters is given in Tables 2 and 3 and, for tagging 
experiments in the Norwegian Sea, in Table 8. Data for 1971 indicate that, as 
in previous years, the great ma.iority of sal:non fished in the Norwegian Sea 
originated from and returned to Norwegian rivers, though aome recaptures were 
recorded from rivers in the USSR. 
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35. During the spring in 1969,1970 and 19~, Faroese and Scottish scientists 
undertook tagt;iilg exPeriments off the Faroes. A total of 666 salmon was 
tagged and 29 recaptures, shown in Table 9, have been r eported~ 15 in Scotland, 
5 in Norway, 5 in Ireland, 2 at West Greenland and 1 each in England and the 
USSR. Most of the recaptures were made in the year of tagding. Of those 
recovered in home waters, 19 were grilse and 7 were two-sea-winter sal:non (the 
sea age of the recapture in the USSR is not known). The two West Greenland 
recaptures are of particular interest as they suggest that the Faroes m~ be 
on one of the routes taken by European salmon on their way to Greenland. 
3. Assessment of the Ej'f'ects of the NOIWegian Sea Fishery 
36. In 1970, data on the age compositbn of long-line samples showed that, as in 
previous years, about 90% of the exploited stock in the Norwegian Sea 
consisted of fish which had spent two or more years in the sea and that therefore 
the effects of this fishery on home-waters ntocks and catches wo~d be confined 
mostly to two- or more sea-winter salmon. Comparable data f'or 1971 showed that 
wi th the implementation of the seasonal and area closures, the proportLn of 
these salmon in the long-line catch decreased somewhat, averaging approc imately 
80%. 
37. The assessment of the effects of the Nnrwegian Sea fishery on total.!1almon 
yield (Norwegian Sea plus home waters) was approached, as in previous ye-ars, 
using data on the increase in weight of the fish from the :~ riod of peak fishing 
in the Norwegian Sea to the period of peak fishing in Norwegian ooastal waters 
and on the proportion of fish present in the fished area which, if not caught 
there, would subsequently be caught in the home-waters fisheries. Although 
accurate measures of this proportion are not available it is possible to estimate 
a limiting value for it, above which the presenoe of the long-line fisher,y 
would lead to a deorease in the total catoh from the population of two-sea-winter 
salmon. For 1970, it was estimated to lie in the range 77-83% and for 1971 , when 
the peak of the fishery in the open sea oc(}\llt'ed later than in 1970 (due to the 
closure at the beginning of the season), it was approximately 90.%. The 
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available data suggest that the average exploitation rate of two-aea-winter salmon 
in the river systems to which these salmon, if surviving, would return, was 
below these levels (estimates from a si~ulation model indicated that it lay 
between 50-80%) and that therefore the Norwegian Sea fishery in both 1970 and 
1971 resulted in a larger catch of two-aea-winter salmon than would have been 
taken in its absence. It should, however, be pOinted out that the overall 
average 'quality' of the catch taken in the offshore fishery in both years 
was lower than that taken in home waters. 
38. In the last published report of the Working Party (ICES Coop. Res. Rep., 
No. 24,1971), a provisional assessment was made of the losses to the two-
sea-winter salmon st,lck in home waters resulting from the long-line fishing in 
the Norwegian Sea. On the basis that the loss due to natural mortality between 
the time the salmon are exploited in the open sea and their return to home 
waters is about the same as the increase due to growth, it was estimated that 
the losses to the home-waters salmon stooks to which two-sea-winter salmon 
in the Norwegian Sea return Nould be roughly the same as (but not greater than) 
the Norwegian Sea catch. It follows, therefore, that in 1969 and 1970, the 
estimated loasto the home-waters stock~ was around 800-1,000 metric tons. The 
corresponding estimates of losses to the home-water catohes in these years were 
pi • 
probably within the range 400-500 metric tons. 
39. Since, as shown in Table 6, following the implementation of the 010se4 
season and area regulations in the Norwegian Sea, the long-line catoh in 
1971 was substantially smaller than in 1969 and 1970, the estimated losses to 
the home-waters stooks and catches were correspondingly smaller. The catch of 
two-sea-winter salmon by the long-line fish ing in 1971 was about 400 metric 
tons so the estimated loss to the home-water stocks of these fish was 
approximately of this magnitude and the loss to the home-water catch was within 
t'he range 200-300 metric tons. As in previous years, most of this loss would 
occur in the Norwegian home-waters fishery. 
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40. It must be emphasised that, as for the West Greenland fishery, these 
assessment~) 10::'ses conoern only the imme diate direct effeots of the long-line 
fishery; they take no account of any possible longer term effects from possible 
decreases in smolt producti..·n and salmon recruitment, resulting from a fishin;?,-
induced reduction in spawning stock. At present, too 1i t tIe is known of the 
relation oetween spawning stook size, smolt productim and recruitment of grilsll' 
and salmon to the Norwegian stock for these effects to be estimated. 
D. HOME ... WATERS CATCHES 
41. Catch statistics for the home-water fisheries are given in Table 10 and 
catch-per-unit-effort data are given (in greater detail than in previous 
years) in Table 11. Information on changes in catches in individual countries ia 
summarised below. 
q 2. &nsland and Wales The overall picture presented by the salmnn and f,riJ.se 
ca~ches for 1971 is that of a reduotion from the 1970 level; due mainly to 
reduced net catches, the rod catches having ranained steady at the low level 
experienced over the past foul' seasons compared to the previ'1us six seasons. l'he 
total oatch for 1971 by all methods was, however, still above the average for the 
period 1960 ... 70. The major oomponent in the overall oatohes has again been the 
catch made by the commercial net fishery in the northeast coastal area. Apart 
from this, the remainder of the net catch for England and Wales has remained 
steady over the period 1960 to 1971. Severe redUctions in the rod catches of the 
early-running two-sea-winter fish have continued in many rivers, but not in a:J.l. 
A factor in this decline may be the incidence of salmon disease (UDN). The counts 
of ea.rly-running two-aea-winter salmon in the Ri vel' C'oquet (Northumberland) have 
shown an overall decline sinoe 1968 (but a slight increase in 1971) and have 
formed a decreasing proporti'Jn of the total years' runs of salmon and grilse in 
that riVer. The data from the River Axe (Devon), where a count is also made, 
show a deoline in two-sea-winter fish over the last three years. 
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1+ 3 • !,ran ce Though the catch cannot be given precisely, there are indications 
that the total catoh of salmon and grilse has decreased in recent years, 
mainly due to a decrease in the s~lmon,particularly in the River Adour. 
44. Icela~ The catch of salmon and grilse combined in 1971 (20, metric tons) 
was the highest yet recorded. Since 1960, annual catches have generally 
shown an upward trend, coinciding with a great increase in smolt rearing during 
that period. 
45. Ireland The total catoh (salmon plus grilse) in 1971 was similar to that of 
previous years. However, there was a sharp decline in the salmon catch 
compared with 1970, which was the first year in which a breakdown was available 
into salmon and grilse. Some long-term statisti.. cs are available for a number (Ii' 
the ma;jor river systems and from these it is evident that the deoline in eurly-run 
fish, which was first noted in 1967, was much more marked in 19"10 and 1 )171. There 
Was a slight decrease in the grilse catch in 1971 but it "as still well above the 
average for the decade in the major salmon rivers where a breakdown in statistics 
is available. 
46. Norther.n Ireland The commercial catch of salmon plus grilse in 1971 
(including 50% of the Foyle total) was 191 metric tons. This is a uectease 
of 38.% from the previous year's catch and represents 5~ of the average for the 
period 1967-70. 
47. ~ orw& Provisional f'igures for the salmon plus grilse catch in 1971 (1,185 
metric tons) indicate that this was similar to the 1970 catch but that the 
catohes in both years were below those of all previous years since the early 
nineteen fifties. On a weight basis, the 1971 catch consisted of about 36% 
grilse a.nd 64% sa.lmon. Compared with 1970, the proportion of' grilse had 
inoreased slightly. 
4-8. ~ Provia ional figures for the total Scotti sh catch (salmon plus 
grilse) for 1971 indicate that this was less than in 1970. The salmon catch 
was substantially lower than in any year since 1952 and oru.y about 65f" of the 
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1952-70 average. The grilse catch was similar to that in 1970 and, as in recent 
years it was well above the long-term (1952-70) average. 
J,9. Canada The total home-water (salmon plus grilse) catch decreased by 
260 metric tons in 1971 f'r m the 1970 level. The Labrador portion of the catch 
increased by 180 metric tons, but there was a decrease. of 4!,·0 metric tons in the 
other areas represented within the Canadian total catch. Landings from certain 
regions ha.ve sbown major decreases, namely Quebec (57'7;, of 1970 catch) and the 
Maritimes (48% of the 1970 catch). It will be noted that, since 1970, it has been 
p";:;dble to obtain more preoise data on catch-per-unit-effort for the ma.~or 
Atlantic salmon f'isheries in the Maritime provinoes of C!.nada (Table 11). The 
\'Iorking Party noted the serious decline in the Maritime and Quebec commercial 
and arli::;ling catches for 1971. The reduced runs of large salmon in the M.iramichi 
and the resulting loss in potential egg deposition has prompted the Canadian 
p,overnment to impose severe restrictions on the commercial and sport fishery for 
this river in 1972. Spawning esoapement has been below that believed necessar:r 
for adequate seeding of the rivers since 1969 and the aut\Jlln porti'lh of thel 
Mi.ramichi run, including both salmon and grilse, has virtua.lly disappeared. 
50. The ~ ~ (salmon plus grilse) in 1971, was lower than in 1970 in all 
the main salmon producing countries except Norway, where it was ab:>ut the 
same and Iceland where it was slightly higher. 
51. Separate statistics for salmon and grilse catches have genera.lly only been 
available for recent years but the salmon catches for some European oountries, 
for tb.e years 1969-71, shl.rn below, show a substantial decline in these years. 
Country 
England and Wales 
Ireland 
Norway 
Scotland 
15 
Salmon Catoh (metric 
1969 1270 
264 313 
260 268 
801 816 
987 802 
2312 2199 
tons) 
illi 
298 
175 
747 
664 
1884-
Further, in some o~ntries (e .g. Ireland, Scotland) the decrease in the salrr.nn 
cao/;<:h has been most marked in the early spring runs. The Canadian salmon 
catch was also lower in 1970 than in 1969 (Table 10), but data for 1971 are not 
yet avail able •. 
52. It should be noted that the grilse catches for the Auropean countries 
Hated above also d.eoreased overall, in the years 1969-71, as shown 
b(ll()w. 
CountD: 
Enl",land and. Wales 
Ireland 
Norway 
Scotland 
Grilse Catoh (me trio tons) 
1 ;ib2 1 970 .1.211. 
11 3 21 J~. 1 27 
14-70 1 51 9 11,.60 
582 355 438 
954 62? 646 
3119 2710 2671 
BetVlefln 1969 and 1970, however, tr..e Canadian grils,! catch increased sllbstantlaJ..ly. 
E. FUTURE Rl';SEARCH 
1 • Ir.ternational TaRging Experiment at West Greenl~ 
5:~. The Norking Party c;.lOsidered the Second Report of the Planning Gr(1up 1'01' the 
International Tafk,ing Experiment at West Grl;'l·mland in 1972 (Appendix 3). It 
approved the prol>osed plans and budget for the experiment, and the arrangements 
proposed for its administration. They also approved the draft of the Guide Book 
and standard forms for researoh vessels and observers, participating in the 
experiment. 
5J+e '!'he Working Party examined and approved a draft pUblici ty pamphl~t for tbe 
experiment and agreed tha.t sui table allooations of copies of it sh(Julrl be 
supplied for distribution in Groenland and in those European and North American 
countries with an interest in the West Greenlani fishery. It was alsc agreed 
that individual countries could purchase additional copies of the pamphlet, 
provided that they informed the ICES Secretariat about their requirements 
before the printing order was despatched. The Working Party also stressed the 
importance of' addit ional publioi ty within countries through espeoially the press, 
16 
radio and television. 
55. The Working Party endorsed arrangements drawn up by the Planning Group, 
for handling and preliminary a.nalysis of data frnm the Tagging Expcl'imerlt. 
Thl3~e were set out in the First Report of the Planning Group whi ch formed an 
appenclix to the report of the Joint Working Party in 1971, and ma;y be 
13ummarised as follows: - Canada will be responsible for handling the resear(:h 
vessel catch and effort data, Denmark the tag return and the commeroilil f'bhery 
data and the United Kine,dom the examination of all soale oollecticns. It was also 
n~reed that the ICES Hydrographer should be consulted about the analysis of' 
hyorographio data. collected during the tagging experiment. 
56. It was a.greed that if possible a film reoord of the experiment shculd be 
p'epared and countries participating in the experiment were asked to 
examine this possibility. 
2. ~r Hesearch 
57. The Working Party drew attention to the importance of continuil':g Htudies 
on salml"'n stocks in home waters, in particular, to investip,ati-.ns of' the 
exploitatbn rate in home waters, of the rela.tionship between grilse and saln:.on 
and of the relationship between stock and recruitment and to the analysis of 
tag :recaptures on a river system basi s. 
F. FUTURE MEETING 
58. The Working Party recommended that they sliould next meet in Copenhagen, for 
five days, during the week beginning 26 March 1973. 
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Table 1. Catohes at Vt~st Greenland, 1960-71 t in metrio tons and round fresh weight. (Based on data available at 31 }~roh 1972). 
~ Drift Net Gill Net and Drift Net ~ Norwaz Fa.roes- Sweden Denmark Greenland' d 
1960 0 0 0 0 60 60 
1961 0 0 0 0 127 127 
1962 0 0 0 0 2/14 244 
1963 0 0 0 0 466 466 
1864 0 0 0 0 1539 1539 
1965 a 36 0 0 825 861 
1966 32 87 0 0 1251 1370 
1967 78 155 0 85 1283 1601 
1968 138 134 4 272 579 1127 
1969 250 215 30 355 1360(385 ) 2210 
1970 270 259 8 358 1244 21460 
1'· . ..,1 b 340 255 0 645 1375 2615 . "., I 
a. - Figures not avail(!,ble, but catch is known to be less than Faroes 
b - Provisional 
c ... Including 7 metric tons caught on long-line by tmE: of two Greenland vessels 
in the. northern Labrador Sea early in 1970. . 
d - Up to 1968, gill net only, after 1968 gill net and. drift net. The figures 
in bracket.s for the 1969 ca.tch are an estimn.te of the minimum d:t'ift net 
catch. 
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~;.te 2. Number ,of natUl.'al (wild) smolts tagg-ed in the years 1963-1971 and recaptured 
in ~est ,Greenland and in' other areas, including home-waters, up to ~farch 1972. 
Figures in brackets are returns per tho~sand tagged. 
poun,tu Y[!(l,r of l{u.'tber Recantures Grand 
Taf('rriM Xall'p,'ecl West N01:!:etl'ian All Other Area.§. Tota.l 
,Gree;.:i and Sea. a."'ld G.rilse. Salmon Total 
Faroes 
Canada 1963 5,850 11 (1.9) 0 70 20 p.4~ 90 101 1964 15,013 9 (O.6j 0 204 72 4.8 276 285 
1965 16,485 73 (4.4 0 175 193 ~11.7l 368 441 1966 9,509 25 (2:6 0 120 104 10.9 224 249 
1967 17 ,e09 17 (l.0j 0 121 166 (9.3 287 304 
1968 55,784 127 (2.3 0 1,212 425 (7.6 1,637 1,764 
1969 42,879 84 (2.0 0 377 174 (4.1 55'1 635 
1970 37,054 106 (2.9 0 281 281 387 
1971 45,558 
Scotland: 1963 10,998 10 (0.9 0 172 92 ~8.4) 264 274 ~964 9,200 6 (0.7 0 110 66 7.2~ 176 i82 
1965' 9,239 10 (1.1 0 74 49 5.3 123 133 
1966 15,406 30 (1.9 0 281 39 (2.5j 320 350 1967 21,002 23 (1.1 1 169 72 (3.4 241 265 
1968 15,695 15 (1.0 0' 127 32 (2.0 159 174 
1969 15,958 53 (3.3~ 0 219 57 (3.6 276 329 
1970 32,071 109 (3.4 0 564 .. 564 673 
1971 20,706 
England 1963 9,485 8 (0.8~ 0 15 38 ~4.0~ 53 61 
a..."'ld Wales 1964 17,129 10 (0.6 0 30 97 5.7 127 137 
1965 5,873 12 (2.0~ 0 35 57 (9.7) 92 104 
1966 3,219 5 (1.6 0 28 37 (11.5) 65 70 
1967 4,118 10 (2.4) 0 23 56 (13.6~ 79 89 
1968 5,790 20 (3.5l 0 43 48 ~8.3 91 111 
1969 8.611 47 (5.4 0 27 38 4.4) 65 112 
1970 7,320 16 (2.2 0 29 29 45 
1971 5,619 
Norway 1963 97 0 0 0 4 <41.2j 4 4 1964 1,485 0 0 67 26 (17.5 93 93 
1965 2,178 0 0 40 18 (8.3 58 58 
1966 1,362 0 2 27 16 (11.7 43 45 
1967 3,601 0 4 59 29 tOl 88 96* 1968 3,562 0 3 105 17 4.8 124 131* 
1969 4,273 3 (0.7) 3 83 26 6.1 109 120* 
1970 7,603 0 2 217 .. 217 222 
1971 5,573 .. 
Icelan4 1963 63 0 0 2 0 2 2 
1964 . 63 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1965 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1966 83 0 2 2 2 
1967 154 0 2 1 3 3 
1968 59 0 1 1 2 2 
1969 15 0 
1970 16 0 
Ireland 1968 606 0 0 21 0 21 21 
1969 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1970 1,522 4 1 1 5 
Sweden 1969 885 0 0 85 85 85 
USSR 1969 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 
}'ranee 1969 2,089 15 (7.1) 0 4 (1.9) 4 19 
1970 3,854 17 (4.4) 0 3 (0.7) 20 
1971 3,321 
-
.. ... 
* including some fish from unknown locality 
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Ta'ole 3. Number of hatchery-reared smolts tagged in the years 1963-1971 and reoaptured 
in West Greenland and in other areas, including home-waters, up to March 1972. 
Figures in brackets are returns per thousand tagged • 
Cowrtn' .Jear o.(Jiurnbc!: Recantures Grand 
Xarr;in,e: Tap's;eg. West Norwe~ia.n All Other Areas, Tota.l 
,Gre~d pe~ and Qtll§2, Salmon ~ 
F..goe.~ 
Canada 1963 17" 3 32 4 (0. 5 ~ 0 133 32 (4.4~ 165 169 
1964 46,659 9 ~O.2 0 101 85 (1.8 1<~6 195 
1965 45,988 67 1.5) 0 379 224 r·9l 603 670 1966 70,875 70 (1.0 0 238 299 4.Zj 537 607 1967 112,288 66 ~0.6 0 275 226 2.0 501 567 1968 11),360 167 1.5 0 296 267 2.4 563 730 
1969 137,832 247 (1.8 0 365 217 (1.6 582 829 
1970 184,962 122 (0.7 0 288 288 410 
1971 205,809 
Scotland 1963 6,750 0 0 3 3 ~0.4~ 6 6 1964 3,000 0 0 7 7 2.3 14 14 
1965 3,000 0 0 19 0 19 19 
1Q '-'- 8,000 1 (0.1) 0 13 5 (0.6) 18 19 ... 00 
1967 4,451 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1968 5,335 0 0 4 1 (0.2) 5 5 
1969 3,694 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1970 7,836 6 (0.8) 0 33 33 39 
1971 5,247 
England 1963 1,970 1 (0.5) 0 0 0 0 1 
al'ld Wa.les 1964 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1965 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1966 9,668 0 0 0 1 (0.1j 1 1 
1967 18,522 0 0 0 1 (0.1 1 1 
1968 28,266 4 (0.1) 0 4 5 (0.2 9 13 
1969 7,420 1 (0.1~ 0 4 4 5 
1970 4,493 2 (0.4 0 0 2 
1971 11,521 
Norway 1963 10,999 0 , 88 95 (8.6) 183 184 
1964 9,182 0 . 135 87 ~9.5~ 222 223 I 1965 8,071 0 13 71 33 4.1 104 117 
1966 13,812 0 29 403 145 ('0.5~ 548 593* 
1967 18,393 2 (0.1) 56 229 91 (5.0 320 404* 
1968 12,983 0 43 171 10) (7.9) 274 337* 
1969 16,967 5 (0.3~ 34 141 61 (3.6) 702 248* 
1970 18,673 1 (0.5 1 160 160 164* 
1971 16,771 .. 
Iceland 1966 8,367 1 (0.1) 1 (0.1) 66 14 ~1.7~ 80 82 
'1967 10,061 0 0 24 6 0.6 ,'30 ,'30 
1968 9,985 0 0 45 0 45 45 
1969 7,586 0 0 246 10 256 256 
1970 . 10,014 0 0 1 1 
1971 11,087 
Ireland 1966 15,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1967 5,000 1 (0.2) 0 1 0 1 2 
1968 222 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1969 7,194 2 (0.3) 0 21 1 22 24 
1970 ),787 0 1 11 0 11 12 
1971 2,381 
Sweden 1966 11 ,181 7 iO•6j 1 690 193 ~17.2~ 883 891 1967 4,999 1 0.2 4 364 62 12.4 426 431 
1968 4,798 1 (0.2 1 586 37 623 625 
1969 7,381 0 0 514 9 523 523 
1970 6,000 0 0 268 268 268 
1971 4,997 
USA 1966 82,250 39 (0.4) 0 69 16& (2.0) 237 276 
1967 80,717 1 0 12 10 (O.'j 22 23 
1968 73,730 7 (O.'j 0 9 12 (0.2 21 28 
1969 73,418 64 (0.8 0 32 77 (1.0 109 173 
1970 48,190 329 (6.8 0 57 386 
1971 29,905 
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'!'<>::)le .3 (Contir.ued) 
CO\ln~ Year ot l~u::ber ,ltecantures Grand 
... - T.otal • T,arr;ins 't,arc.'ic, r:est' NOr'l':etian All Other Area@. 
Qreenl,an4, Sea and 9r.il~ §alrn.911 ~ 
It,aroas 
DerJllark 196; 1,880 0 0 1 2 (~.1l 3 3 
1966 4,270 0 3 19 47 (11.0 66 69 
1967 2,696 0 1 13 10 (:~.7 23 24 
1968 5,173 1 (0.2) 1 36 0 36 38 
1969 3,837 0 0 5 0 5 5 
1970 1,376 0 0 0 0 0 
USSR 1969 600 
* Inoluding some fish from unknown localities. 
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:rab~e ~ Number of kelts tag"'ed in the winters 1962/6.3 - 1971/n and roe;;: '(;JJ;ed 
in Greenland and in other areas, including horr.e-·waters, up to the end 
of 1970. 
QOV:,lltrl Winter of Number RecaEtures ~Wi9E~ ~ Greenlanq other Areas ~.1 
Canadaa 1962 .. 63 653 2 65 67 
1963-64 1 t 518 0 91 91 
1964-65 1,995 1 141 1112 
1965-66 7t 169 0 653 653 
1966-67 7,510 1 688 689 
1967-68 3,710 2 395 397 
1968-69 3,707 4 163 167 
1969-70 4,539 10 208 218 
1970 .. 71 5,412 16 333 349 
1971-72 5,012 
Engl~d 1962-63 159 1 12 13 
and Viales 1963-64 185 2 10 12 
(River Axe 1964-65 '184 1 11 12 
only) 1965-66 109b 1 7 8 
1966-67 178b 1 11 12 
1967-68 188 2 6 8 
1968-69 81 0 3 3 
1969-70 113 0 12 12 
1970-71 7 0 0 0 
F~'U'oes 1970··71 24 
° 
0 0 
Iceland. 1962-63 114 14 14 
1963-64 167 9 q 
" 
1964-65 154 5 5 
1965-66 357 15 15 
1966-67 745 75 75 
1967-68 441 17 17 
1968."69 369 19 19 
1969-70 314 0 21 21 
1970-71 785 0 105 105 
lrolalld 1962-63 2,264 2 31 33 
1963-64 2,351 2 70 72 
1964-65 2,695 2 34 36 
1965-66 2,972 1 40 41 
1966-67 3,175 0 77 77 
1967-68 1,034 0 24 24 
1968-69 498 0 10 10 
1969~70 1,088 0 28 28 
1970-71 477 0 36 36 
Scotland 1962-63 413 1 2 3 
1963-64 134 0 2 2 
1964-65 233 0 6 6 
1965-66 1,376 4 19 23 
1966-67 901 3 18 21 
1967-68 117 0 3c 3 
1968-69 152 0 id 1 
1969-70 153 
° 
1 1 
USA 1962-63 151 1 13 14 
1963-64 123 1 10 11 
1964 .. 65 160 0 23 23 
1965-66 146 2 16 18 
1966-67 578 5 75 80 
1967-6$ 340 5 56 61 
1968-69 218 1 16 17 
1969-"{0 315 0 8 8 
1970 .. 71 400 1 8 9 
1971-72 240 
USSR 1968 ... 69 566 0 10 10 
1969 ... 70 1,147 0 0 
° 
a Ascending adults tagged during any year are included in the totRl ~ tl'l.P.'P.'Ati 
for the corresponding winter (i.e. those ta€;ged in 1%2a:re included WIder 1962",p3, 
those tagged in 1963 under 1963-64 etc.), but recaptures of these adults in 
the year of tagging have not been included. 
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!i'!fL1e,j, (Continued) 
b In addition, 180 'kelts were tagged by the Dee and ClYde River Authority in 
1965 ... 66 and 291 kelts in 1966-67~ No recaptures were reported from the 
first experiment and two (from • Other Areas') from the second. 
c I~cludes 1 recapture at Faroes 
d Recaptured at Faroes 
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1eJ>J~ 5. Reoaptures (to Maxch 1972) of fish tagged at Vies t Greenland. 
Year Number 
- ----r-T~~ 
1965 223 
1966 729 
1967 375 
1968 47 
1969 444 
1970 27° 
224 
1971 590 
226 
19.oa,,~jtecapt13Pe.s ~~~captures 
Numq~ Da.J;:s ,Absen£!t ~.I. M2F~tiqn 
3 1, 3, 26 1 Canada (SW Newfoundland) 
28 1' ... 8 (24) 4 Canada (MirlUllichi M 1) 
10-50 (4) Scotland (River Tweed ... 2) 
(River Spey - 1) 
6 1-2 (3) 4 Canada (Labrador - 1) 
not known (3) Ireland (River Slaney - 1~ 
(River Earrow - 1 
Scotland (River Tay ... 1) 
4 1-3 (3) 
1 month (1) 
1 Canada (Labrador) 
14b 4 ... 35 days 13 Canada (Labrador - 1) 
:3 340-398 days (NE Newfoundland - 4a) 
(N.iramichi - 1) 
England (Taw & Torridge Estuary-1) 
(River Wye - 1) 
Ireland (Waterville - 1) 
(River Slaney - 1) 
Scotland (near Jy:ontrose - 1) 
Spain (River Ason -1) 
Wales (River Teify - 1) 
0 3 Canada ~chaleur Bay - 1) 
River st. Jean - 1) 
(Escuminac ... 1) 
3 4-22 days 4 Canada (Labrador - 1) (Nova Scotia - 1) 
Irel~~d (Dunmore-East .,1) 
Scotland (Solway Firth - 1) 
0 8 Canada (NE Newfoundland - 6) 
(Chaleur Bay - 2) 
4 1-ca30 
a One recaptured tn year of tagging 
b Recaptured at Greenland in 1970 
c Labrador Sea in spring 
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l'abJ(~ 1 Estimates of catch-per-unH-eff'ort in t.he Norwee;ian f~ea. I,ong-line 
Fishery 1968-716 
j'Gar: 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
~:f'X 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Germany 
Faroe 
Denmark 
Germany 
Faroe 
Denmark 
Germany 
Faroe 
~2. of. Salll}.2.nL1QQQJ!29l5s~caught.Jn 
~b..r,1l.W~ ~ !l?£il l\;a;[ ~jl.n~ ~otAa~. se~~ 
92 100 
43 57 44 29 39 
50 46 23 42 
79 ft 
42 50 67 35 27 49 
72° 
82a 
66 35 16 46 
40a 
42b 25b 
39a. 60a 
a ~ Research catch, 20-80 nautical miles NE of Faroe Islands. 
b - Including catches discarded because undersized. 
c - Reseaxch catch. 
11.9.. of p alJno.:lJ 
.§....ElJ!I11~ 
5,539 
25,891 
5,459 
72,000 
6,313 
366 
31,105 
499 
Table ... 11 Recaptures of salmon tagged in the long-line fishery in the 
Norwegian Sea (-to March 1972). 
1£& Murnb~z: ~!. P.ecaRWe.~ 
T~ T~ ll.eca)2tur.$d !i9.EWegian_~~ Mame Water Tota.l F.2.:rwe.Y 9·S.S.H. 
1968 238 1968 0 5 0 5 
1969 0 0 .1 1 
Total 0 5 1 6 
1969 932 1969 5 49 6 60 
1970 2 13 2 17 
1971 0 2 0 2 
Total 7 64 8 79 
1970 1,118 1970 10 117 8 135 
1971 2 10 3 15 
Total 12 127 11 150 
1971 1.,937 1971 5 138 18 161 
!f\;b)e.,j, Recaptures of fish tagged in Paroe waters. 
~ !'l~be:r RecaR,t.u.rm 
T~ T~ged li2!"W.?-;[ England ..§cptland Ire). and 1l.ussia .9l:!lltn1and 
1969 74 2 
1970 233 2 1 5 3 1 1 
1971 359 3 ... 8 2 1 
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H. APPENDICES 
1. Resolution ado"O~ed at the ICNAF Heating in 1910 concerning 
Regulation of Salmon Fishing I 
Recognizing that the proposal adopted at the 1969 Annual Meeting for 
the prohibition of the fishery for salmon outside national fishery limits, 
not having been accepted by all Contracting Governments, has not been fully 
effective; 
Consideripg that interim measures are desirable in order to avoid the 
escalation of fishing for salmon throughout the Convention Area pending a 
more accurate assessment of its effects on coastal and river fisheries and 
on the stocks; and 
Noting that Contracting Governments which have not participated in the 
fishery have no present intention of so doing; 
The Commission also proposes that: 
1. That each Contracting Government which has participated in the 
fishery for Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar L., take appropriate action to 
limit the aggregate tonnage of vessels employed or catch taken by its 
nationals in the fishery in the Convention Area to a level not exceeding 
the aggregate tonnage of vessels so employed or catch so taken in 1969; 
2. That Contracting Governments which have not accepted the prohibi-
tion on fishing for Atlantic salmon outside national fishery limits take 
appropriate action to prohibit fishing for Atlantic salmon outside national 
fishery limits in the Convention Area before 31 July and after 30 November. 
3. That the use for salmon fishing of any trawl net, any monofilament 
net or any troll be prohibited throughout the Convention Area provided that 
Contracting Governments may authorize the co.ntinued use of monofilament nets 
acquired before 1 July 1970. 
4. That these measures be in force for the year 1971 SUbject to review 
within that period, in the event of substantial changes in the catches of 
Atlantic salmon in the Convention Area or in home waters or in the fish stocks. 
29 
2. Resolution adouted at the NEAFC Meeting in 1270 concernin~ 
Regy1ation of Salrr.on Fishing 
"Fishing for salmon shall be regulated by the following measures as 
provided for in Article 7(1) of the Convention. 
1. Closed Season Art. 7(1)(c) 
. In regions 1 and 2 of the Convention Area, outside national fishery 
limits, fishing for salmon shall be prohibited from July 1st to May 5th, 
both dates inclusive. 
Wnere salmon occurs within the national fishery limits of Contracting 
States, those States shall prescribe annual closed seasons during which 
fishing for salmon shall be prohibited. 
2. Minimum size for salmon Art. 7(1)(b) 
No salmon of a size less than 60 cm, measured from the tip of the snout 
to the end of the tail fin shall be retained on board, but shall be 
returned immediately to the sea. 
3. ~lesh of Hets Art. 7(1)(tJ. 
Drift nets, anchored nets and seines used for fishing of salmon shall 
have a minimum mesh size of 160 mm. The mesh size is to be. measured 
in accordance with the mesh regulations already in force under 
Recommendation (1). 
4. Other Measures for the RegyJation of Fishing Gear Art. 1!1)(e) 
In the fishery for salmon 
a) any hooks used shall have a gape of not less than 1.9 cm; 
b) the leader attachi~g the hook to the line shall have a minimum 
strength comparable to 0.6 monofi1 nylon; 
cfltse of any trawl net, any monofilament net, or' any troll shall 
be prohibited. 
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5. Closed Areas A~t. 7(1)(d) 
Fishing for salmon in the Convention Area, outside national fishery 
limits, shall be prohibited. 
a) between latitudes 630 and 68°N' and east of longitude 00 
b) east of longitude 22°. 
The regulations under 2, 3 and 4 shall apply within the whole Convention 
Area, but outside national fishery limits. 
This regulation for salmon fisheries shall enter into force on 1st January 
1971 and shall be subject to.review by the Commission after two years or in any 
case if substantial .changes occur in the catches of salmon on the high seas or 
in home waters, or in the fish stocks. 
In a.ddition to making this Recommendati(;:m, the Commission agreed to 1;.l'g'" 
!'l,.lJ Contracting States fishing for salmon on the high seas only to partidpn.te 
in the planting of smolts." 
3J. 
3. SECOND REPORT OF 1RE PLANNING GHOti')? ~'OR THE IWnRNATIONAr, TAGGING 
EXPEIU:.MEr..:r AT WEST GREENLAND IN 1972 
This Group he~ their ~eoond me~tinG at Copenhagen from 1Sth to 20th 
January, 1972. Those present were: 
0 .. Chrioten:len 
Sv. Aa. Horsted 
A. W. May (Chairman) 
A. L. It:eister 
B. V,ilton-Hansen 
J. Mpller-Christensen 
J. Upller-J ensen . 
VI.. R. Munro (Rapporteur) 
G. J .. RidSWay 
L. Rossele.nd 
A. Swain 
H. Tambs-Lyche 
R. Vibert 
D<mmax"k 
D~nmark 
Canada. 
V.S.A. 
Denmark 
ICES 
Denmark 
Scotland. 
U.S.A. 
Norway 
England. & Wales 
ICES 
Franoe 
The. Group began by reviewing, brief~, the results of the Danis~U.K. 
and Canadian anlmon work at G-reenland in 1971" with partioular referenoe to 
the decisions which they had to take in ~elation to the plans for the 1972 
tagging experiment. 
They then went on to reoonsider, and to expand, the plan$ for the 1972 
experiment, whiCh were outlined in their first report (Appendix H to 
C.M. 1971!M;2). They also discussed in detail the drafts of the 'Guido »ook 
for Participants in the ICES/ICNAF SalmonTaggi~ Programme at ~~eenla.nd, 1972' 
prepared by Dr. May and l!.r. Horsted. 
Many of the G-roup t s deoidons have been fully incorporated in the draft 
of the Guide .Book, which will be submitted to the Joint Worldng Party at their 
meeting in Dublin in March 1972. The oomments which follow, set out under the 
headings adopted as the agenda for this meeting, are intended only to cover 
those .decisions·whioh were not relevant to the Guide Book and," where-oonsidered 
neoessary, to explain the r.ea30ns for some or the points incor:p,orated. in it. 
)for eo full apprecill.tipn of the results of this meeting. this :roport 8hould be 
read in ccmjunction with the dra.ft of the Gu1d.e Book. 
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Eeyi~~'!..2Lj;~!j~.2.~~L£~}~~.?.21rt 
The G·roup ()Onsider(ld thtit the objectives of this experiment, 8.8 S(;lt out 
on Page 1 of thEdr previous report, still held good and that these) were 
!:'.dequately, if' mora briefly described :i.n the Guido Book (Section 1) .. 
~~{!££lLY~~1..~~.fJ£...§Mr_r_~£t?8.t"~on e.E:d ~<)che§...s.liP.E. .. 
Up-dated ird'oroation on the availability of research vessels for this 
experiment is given in the Guide Book (Section 2.1)1 together with an arnendl:.d. 
programme of research v9Qse;!. qistribution throughout the experiment, basad on 
this latest information. Those organisations sending research vessels are 
asked to provide copies of their programme to other partici~ant8 as soon as 
they are available and well in advance of their 'vessells arrival in Greenland. 
Apart from the scientific staft allooat(ld by those organisations which 
are providing research vessels, the U.S.A. offered to provide scientific 
assistance up to a total of 24 man/,neeks (probably as two teams of two 
SCientists). It was also understood that, as recorded in the previous report, 
Ireland might be able to provide one scientist for six weeks. 
It seem~ld unlikely that outside scientific assistance woulC. oe required 
on the Danish or U.K. research vessels,t but help from one or two U.S, 
scientists would. be appreciated on 'che 'AoT. Cal,1leron' 0 The French vessal 
could provide acoommodation for two foreign soientists but, it these places 
were not required) they would be filled from their own staff. It seemed 
probable that some accomroodation would be available on the U.K. vessels~ which 
could be utilised by aoielltists with specialist interests) if requiredo It 
was agreed that details of these arrangemen~s should be finalised at the Uarca 
meeting of the Joint Working Party in Dublin ancl that any ol'ganisation wishing 
to avail themselves of the tJ.,S 0 offer should contact Dr. Ridgeway directly. 
The Group :r'ecoive·:1, throue;h Dr. }:ay, a request from the University of 
];,oncton for facilities to continua their FIRO? seabird soheme by placing 
observers on research vos,sels taldng part in the tagging programme. This 
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programme is oonoerned with studying the biology of seabirds while they are 
a.t sea and, particularly, with the effects of dr:i.t't-nGtting on Brunnioh f s 
guillemot. In reoent years PIRO? ob. servers have been placed on Canadian and 
French vessels operating in this area. Observers would not necessarily be 
C~~a.dian, but might be recruited from appropriate organisations in tbe research 
vessel~ own countr.y. 
With the exception of the Danish vessel, on whioh accommodation was very 
limited, it was a.greed, in principle, that acoommodation could be made 
available for a PIROP observer on ea.ch research vessel and tbat thi3 organisation 
should oontaot participating organisations directly regarding the plaoing of 
their ob servers. 
Selection of FL~ed Fishing Station~ 
At their first meeting the Group proposed that a set of fixed stations 
should be fished periodically throughout the experiment to provide information 
on the distribution of salmon throughout the fishing seasono At this meeting 
the Group accepted the pattern of fix~d stations suggested -by U~. Horsted 
(see Guide .Book, Seotion 4 0 10.3) 0 In their t'irst report the Group had proposed 
that these 3tations should be fished overnight but, after considerable discussion, 
i~ was deoided that these should be fished during daylipht, in exactly the same 
way as during the rest of' the experiment (Guide Book, Seotion 4.4). !t Vias 
felt that such an a.rrangement would provide oatch data whiob would be directly 
oomparable with the more extensive records which would be available from the 
ordinary fishing programme and would also provide the best opportunity of 
maintaining progress towards the tagging target. 
The programme for fishing these standard stations is set out in Section 
4.1.2 of the Guide Book. 
It was appreciated that soientists in oharge of researoh vessels might 
have to modify their progra-~e depending on oiroumstanoes at the time, 
partioularly if the numbers of fish. which they had been able to tag proved 
di.sap»ointing. 
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Gear ~d Fishing Technig'l,l,e 
The Group oonsidered avAilabltt information on the effioiency of various 
mesh sizes of net~ including that obtained by the 'Adolf Jensen' and 
'A. T. Cameron
' 
in 19719 using 120 mm mesh nets. They concluded that there 
was no particular advantage in fishing the latter and that~ overall, 1.30 mm 
nets seemed to give the best results. H~,ever, after oonsidering evidence 
th~t there were differences in the size distribution of salmon in various 
areas off Greenland, and through the fishing 5eason, it was decided that two 
meshes should be used and that these should be 130 mm and 150 mm stretched 
mesh .. 
In view of the increasing evidenoe from both oommercial and research 
vessels that monofilament nets were more effective, particularly in dayli~ht, 
it was decided that only monofilament nets should be used during the 
experiment. It wall also felt that this deoision v::luld simplify the provision 
of spare nets to replaoe ~1Y which were lost or damaged. 
Details of the standard design for these nets and the composition of 
the fleet of neta to be used are set out in the Guide Book in Sections 4.3 
and 404 , l'espectivelyo It was noted that the 'Adolf Jensen'l becauso of tr.t. 
limi ted sp ace on board) would be unable to fish more than 80 nets. 
pppeduling.fond Pro6r~mme for Ob8erver~ 
From information provided at the meeting, it seemed likely that the 
requirement for placinr observers on six oommercial vessels could be met, 
as two Norwegian vessels were willing to carry observers and it seemed probable 
that three Faroese and two Danish vessels would also accept observers. 
'.I'he situation \'fith regard to the provision 0:' observers was not fjnalised 
bl.lt Norway could probably provide two trained observers and. Denmark two or 
three. In addition, three Faroese observers, who would not be members ot: the 
Faroese research staff, would be available for dut,y on Faroese vessels. It 
was hoped that further detttils would be available in Dublin in Marcho 
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It was agreed that the primary function of observers on cOlr.mcrcial v€::>sels 
would be to ensure the recovery of all tags and to tag suitable fish ~ro~ the 
catch. Since it was considered tha.t this would leave them 1::' ttlo 01" no ti;;;~ 
for other dutie s it was decided that they shculd not be asked to OfU'ry o\;t ,,1:;/ 
other, mora specialised tas~so 
I:'" it should 'prove impossible to implmwnt the full p:cogranmG of observer 
participation .. it was suggested that the available effort f.hol.lld be ooncentrated 
towards the 1Rter t1(?rt of the season, when it V{a~ hopr::<'l. t.hf(~· s~~b::.rtantja.J. n'll'lbl'l"r. 
(;If' ta~.Red i'i$h would have been liberated. 
!~·es, TaStallE. Techni<jue, Dp~ta from ~geed F.t:m 
The taBS to be used will be .. basically, as desoribed in the Gro1..\p 1 s firijt 
report (sce also Guide Book, Section 49;.1)1 but Dr. May undertook to 
investigate the possibility of using a heavier gauge wire for attach!:'Aent 0 
A total of 10,000 tags would be orderad and those would be i~$ued to 
appropriate ore:a.nisations by the end ot June (1COO each to research ves~!31s 
end 5,000 divided among obs~rvers). Taggir~ equipment, as speoified in Section 
4.5.1 of the Guid.a Book, would be supplied to both observers and research 
vessels, on request to the Biological Station at St. John's, Newfoundland. 
Full instructions on tagg:i.ng are lP.ven in the Guide Book (Sections 
4.5 .. 2 and 4.5.3). 
O~per B:i.oJ.o~c.a.l D.ata. .anq, .S~men6" Dis'Oosition of l?is~ 
Renearch vessels would be prepared to collect on roquel3t I biologioal d,.ta. 
and material other than that set out in Seotion 405.4.1 .. of the Guide Book. 
Individuals or organisations re.quiring suoh facilities shouL make their own 
arrangements with the relevant organisation and should provide any necessar.y 
equipmento 
ThG Group confirmed their previous decision that no fish caught by 
researoh vessels should be sold. 
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£.2.:n.:!~t'~'·~:~S(~~~·CJ!l £~n;1 E:::·J.s .. l:'~~ 
'rho Group rei tE:~o.tcd tbeir vie71 tha.t Good corr.;::;.ur.:!.cations were vital to 
the, success 0"1: the experim.:..r-:'co Full dcd:;ails of 'chcil' proposalo for com:Jll.:nic{t".;;;'on 
du.rii'lS the exp8;."'irnent are set out in Section 2.3 of the Guide :Sook. All 
partic:l.padng ol'[;2.nise:'.jior.s were asked to provido) as soon a,s possible l dete.ils 
of tbo radio f'tlcilitiea a:vai:"abJ.a on their vesselH, for inclusion in Seotion 
2.3.2" 
It Wt./3 J.'aal:J..sc:~ '.;hat Ng\llar oO::ltaot with 0'o5l:,':;;-V0r$ wi~ .. t be diff'ieulJ" to 
achieve ar.d ;;;hat cOIi'.rr.0rcial vessels ~,:i.8ht ba :.~~luctant to reveal details ot.~ 
thGir po~::..·ti()n alld catch over tho radie., but it was reooC'Zl(:mded that observers 
should. at·tot::pt to contc.ot J.;J:..e t Aiolf Jensen I daily and report the general a:.'ea 
:in whioh thGy were operating; the number of fish tagged; the nUt'\ber of 
reo£lptl.lreS recorded (1972 Gxperiment tags and others, separately) and the 
probable ,\;izce ot' tcei:' next contaoto It nas sU2,;€'ested that 1500 hours (local 
til:le) ;nigh'c bt) n suitable ti::ne for observers to reporto 
Rscord.~nf,~. Re,I:..9!'tin.s .!~n9: ,E.:~chanGr;g ~to. 
Detc,:' .. ls of' the standard re<Jords to be maintained by researoh vessels and 
obsc:.'Ve:rs ON p:::'ov:ded in Sect:i,.on 1 ... 504.1 0<;''' the Guide ::look tJ.!'l.d (:.!'rangeI:'lents 
for !l\ibse(luc~:.:~ haILc.::.ir-S of the d::.-ta are eiV0::1 in J,,:1e folloi'line, seotion. 
ICES tmdertook to prod.uce the threo sta.'1dard forms required for date. 
reoorc.1.ng and to investigate, a."ld report in 1~arch, on the possibility of 
producir~ appr.opriate scale envelopes for the experiment~ as illustrated in 
the Guid!~ Book. 
D::t';;£-\ i,tl,qlvs~,s 
____ -""""-4 ... ~,... ..... 
tL'hi.s item Was nc'~ disoussed in dotail ~ut it was aG4't:iod that those 
arra.'lso:r.ents e,et out Oll Pate 27 of the G-::oup IS fil":;.t repor';' should be accepted. 
P ·, 1< .; +y ~~';i~ t.r:..f.~~ 
~'he .;h'.;'I-I'),; '.;ext 01'" a publicity pamphl,YII (see .<\pptmdix) t s\.:b:rd. tt$d by 
Dr. May, WI.~.'3 ooneide:.~pd and ac.capted a.1d ICES unde ..... tock to investigate ~.;he 
provision Qf.' 8. pa,t;-,phlet in fou.!' la.neuages; for which Dr. t!ay also &ubnd,tted a 
3T 
prelimina..-y design. 
It was agreed that a Norwegian text would not be needea if a D~~sh one 
WaS p~ovided and that the pamphlet should, therefore car~ the text in Dani~h, 
Green1andic), Frenoh and E:.lglish. A first estimate of: the likeJ3 requirement 
for this paz;lphlet was 20,000 o()pies J but this figure should be reviewed. in 
}Sarcho 
The possibility of p~oducing a film record ot the exp0ri~ent w~a 
discussed. briefly and it was suggested that this topic should be raised. asain 
in :Maroh, with a. view to stand.ardizing . technique on the various researcb 
vessels. 
~dget and Pinancing 
Altho~~ no formal pro~ses of co~tributions to the Speoia1 ~ilnd for this 
expe~i~er.t r~d yet been received by ICES, it was ~~derstood that the 
following countries had. provisionally indicated their willingness to sub-
scribe J as follows: 
United Kingdo:n 
Ireland ......... " .... . 
Canada •.••• 11 •••••••• 
U.S.A ................ . 
approxi::lately 
£ 8 J OOO 
::. 3,000 
11 li) 15,000 jj 10,000 
£ 21 OCO 1 
Since considere,ble expenditure "'ould arise prio:::' to the begin.'1ing of the 
e)..";leri::cent, it was reco~e:r.ded that contributors should be asked. to pay their 
cor~tri.b1;.tions to ICES before 1st July. :Bece,1;.se of administrative difficulties, 
U.S.A. would not be a.ble to make a contribution in a.dvance but other 
a.....""l:'anse~ents wo~d. be made by them with ICES. 
It was agreed that it ,.,ould be Simplest if' ICES cl.id not open a s9pe.ra.te 
ba.rJ.:: accou:r'v fo~ the uICES/rCNA]' Salmon Taggir.g llli..'1leriment :s'undll', but that they 
would, of course, keep separate accounts for the FtL~d. Office expenses 
inoU-.'I"l"ed by ICES ,qould not be cha.rg:ed to the ]'u."l.Q. but these might be offset 
by any bank interest aooruing~rom the Fund. 
It was also agreed that savings on some of the iteos specified in the 
budget could be spent on other :t teos, with tr.e ag'.t'eeoent of the Chairman of 
the Joint Horking Party and, similarly, that expenditures from the con-
tingency item in the budget, other than those ~entioned specifically, should 
be wade only on the same autho:d ty. 
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~he Group reconsidered the estimates of expenditure given in their first 
r0port and amended these in the light of such more recent information as was 
avfri.lable. Details of' these amended estimates are given below and a.re 
followed. by comments on the changes l'lle.de in some items. 
1) '" t ..... to{· ... d Lags, ag prepe.ra"l.on.) agg ... ng e<J.\Upmen ... an 
sce.le packets. 
2) Travel for observers inoluding subsistence on 
shore at Greer.land (12 round trips at £250).B. 
Subsistence on board oorr~ercial vessels 
(90 days for 6 observers at 25 D.kr/day + 
6 :le £.50)~ 
.3) Clothing allo'.'lIilnce f'or speciaJ.ly-recruited 
observers (6 x 400 D.kr).c 
4) Salaries of specially-recruited obse:::-vers (5 obsel~ers for 4 months at £2.50/~onth).d 
5) Pay~ent for fish tagged on co~ercial vassels 
(1800 fish at an average of £5/fish).e 
6) Equipment for observers on com.ercial vessels 
(':.'anks) tleasU;:'ine; boards etc). 
... 
7) Publ.icity (printed pru::phlet t 
8) Contingencies~ inl~luding: 
a) ~~ensGs incur~ed in the attendance ot an ICES 
representative at the Joint Working Party 
meeting in Dublin in t~arch" 1972. 
b) ~he sbiptl.ent ot materials and spacimens.e 
~ 
£, 
650 
£.3000 
£1100 4100 
150 
5000 
9000 
4.00 
3.50 
1350 
£21000· 
ae The cost of travel per observer was increased from £2001 as given 
in the last report> to £2;0. The present estimate for this ita!:! \1a.~ 
thought to be a realistio over-esti~ato since some of the Paroese 
observers seem likely to travel at least one way on comu~rcial vesselso 
b. The l".evised estiwate for this i tam WaS based on a figJ.:re of 
2.5 D.kr/daYI together with a Igood will' payment of £50 to each 
vessel. 
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o. It was agreed that this provision should be applicable to 
spec1ally-reorui ted, observers only a..'1d tha.t it should be at the 
rate o~ 400 D.kr/ob$e~~er. E~nloying org~~isations should reclain 
expenCitur~ ~~der this item trom ICES. 
cl. The e:xact number of s~ch observers could not be osto.blisD<':.i et 
thl!l mecting but the estimate given is based on the I.'.ss\lt;;ption that 
fu.'lda would probably be reqv.irE>d for three li'aro~s6 an:1 t\'{O De.nieh 
ob~orvers o~ly~ for a period or four months (including travel to 
~~d tro~ Greenlar.d). 
The proble~s which could arise in rel$ition to a.ocident insuranoe, 
health benefits ete, if observers were e~loyed directly by ICES, 
were disoussed. The Group a.greed that suoh an a.rran~ement should 
be avoided ar.d sUt.gasted tnat observers mi[';ht '00 recruited 8..S 
tetlporal"'.f e::ployees of the appropl"ib.te Cvvernm.::nt organisa.tion 01" 
that they wig,M; be ell:ploy~d and paid by tile captain of the corrJnnrcial 
ve~sel.t who wl)uld be ri'limourscd. by ICES. 
e. It wa.s ar,reec:. that the price paid for ta.gged fish would. hO-ve to 
vary according to the size of the fish, in order to a.void seleotion 
of o~'lly the smaller :t'ish for tagging. It wa.s sUB6"ested that this 
should bo on the bc..3is 0::' a prioe/leng ... ;h curve 1 since accurate 
wei€Ats Vlou:"d not be a.vailable for tae;:ged fis~"l. If ca.ptains of 
commercial vessels agreed to this arrangement, payment would be made 
to the~ by ICES on presentation of a bill countersigned by the 
appropriate observero 
Danish and Nornegian represente:tives provided cletai 1$ of' 1971 se..lmo.'l 
p-:r;!.ces in r'elation to weit:;ht E'.nd the estimate of the cost of this 
item was calculated on the bas:i.s that the payment for an averaee 
(;reenland-caught .salmon \'Iould be £5 (3.5 kg at 20 D.kr/l"..g + 20 D.kr). 
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1!embers Wf)re asked to bring to the Dublin meeting of the _Joint 
Working Pe.rtY!l any relevant data whic·.;'). they ba.d. on the total length/ 
gut~cd weight relationship for salmon caught at Gree~and. 
f. ICES obtained a. very pre1i~nary esti~te of 5,200 D.kr (£289) 
as the oost of produoing 20,000 two-colour pamphletso 
g. This item, whioh Was shcmn separately in the estimates in the 
first report, was transferred to tcontingenciesto 
In addition to the items mentioned above, the question of training 
ob3ervers was discussed. It was deoided that it Was not praotioable to ma7e 
special ~rangements for training observers and that arrangements for a simple 
form ot training ahould be left to employing organisationa (a demonstration ot 
tagging teohniques for representatives or organisations employing observers, 
would be arranged at the Dublin meeting). This ite~ was, therefore 1 deletGd 
from the estimateso 
ICES Adr.inistrative Fu~otion5 
~. b ~ 
Uost of these have already been dealt with elsewhere in this reporto 
HOWG\dr~ arrangements for dealing with tag recaptures through ICES, as sU6gested 
in the Group's first report, were also reviewed. The possibility tha.t tag 
rewards should be paiCl. trom the FUnd Was disoussed and it lfag agreed that suoh 
e.."l arrangement would raise serious problems beoause ot' the differing levels of 
reward paid in the various countries. It was) therefore, agreed J~ha.t organisations 
should pay for the re\'tards i'or reca:ptures made in thsir own territories, in 
accordanoe with the arrangements set out in the previous reporto 
O'~he:t" !tel!1S 
'" I' 
a) Index maps of Danish oharts for Greenland waters!I English translations 
of tHarbour R$gulations for Greenland' and copies of relevant parts of the first 
draft of the 'Guide Bookt were issued for onward transmission to research vessel 
captains. 
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'b) 'rho problem or co-ordinating re cecrch vaonel )?roc:r~mrnes arii. controllins 
t:'.o activities of observers was discussed. With the agreement of lo:r. Horsted, 
it was decided that the senior scientist on board the 'Adolf Jensen', as the 
person who would have the most oot::1prehensive knowledge at day-to-day events) 
should have overall responsibility for the co-ordination of the programme. 
Ee would, therefore) have responsibility for 1 (a) co-ordinating and advising 
on researoh vessel movements and, Cb) controllin3 the work of observers, with 
particular referenoe to the avoid.ance of excessive expenditure or unwise 
exponditure on fish bought for tagging. 
0) The Group considered that it was essential that a representative froD 
ICES should. be present at the meeting of the Joint Working Party in Dublin and 
reco~~ended tha~ the expenses of suoh a rC?resentative should be borne by the 
Funi (see tconting~noie$t). 
a) The future of the Group WaB not discussed but it was reco~~ended that 
the Joint I'{orl:::i~ Party should oonsider this qu.estion at their Dublin meetir.e. 
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APPE!fDn 
Research vessels from Canac:.a, Denmark, "EnSls.nd, France c-"ld Scotland will 
take part in aalmon tagging at Greenland in 1972. Soientists will also be present 
from other countries. Some of these will be working on fishinG vesselso 
Fishermen at Greenland and in other oountries are being asked to co-operate 
in th1G oxpori~ont by roturning tag~ and oapture in£or~ation quiok~. 
Sal~o~ from rr~ny countries on bot~ sides of the Atlantic spend part of 
their lives in the sea near Greenlando i,:a."'1Y thousands of salmon have been 
tagged when leaving the rivers as young fi&~ and ~any hun~eds of these tnss 
have been returned from the Groenland fishories. Smaller numbers of salmon 
havo be~n tagged at Greenland, and some of t: .. ese tai::.s have been returned. frotl 
ooastal areas and. rivers of Europe and North ~erica. 
All the countries which produce and fish for Atlantic salmon have nsreed 
thnt a large tagging experiment at Greenlan~ is needed to determine the facts 
necessary to manage the Atlantic salmon resource i'or the best interests of all 
concerned. Very little is known about the life ot salmon in the sea, and 
infornation is needed on distribution, abundance, origins of fish, survival in 
the sea, and the n~bers of sa:~on that can safely be harvested without causing 
a decrease in abundancGo Tag&ing at Greer.land, combined with other studies of 
salmon at sea and in tresh water, and cooperation of fishermen all over the 
North Atlantio, will provide the information needed o 
'lags are of yellow plastic, are printed with the letter X followed by a 
number, and are attachad below the large fin on the ba.ck. t:ost.o~ the salmon 
~rir.t the se, ta~s. ahoulclJ2,e tak~n ~n 1972 at Greenla...'1.d and in 197~ in oth~r 
countries, but some may also ·be expected in 1973 at; Greenland and 1974 in 
other countries. In addition to this ~ecial e~~eri~ent, salmon tageing will 
also be done in other areas. It is of oourse just a3 important to return all 
these tags as well. 
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Taga may be returned to any biologist or fi$heries official in the 
countrie s where they are taken, or mailed directly to the address on the tag 
(International Counoil for the Exploration of the Sea, Charlottenlund, Denmark)o 
Reward }la.j"1ll~nts will be mada by the various oountries taking part in t.~e 
e:'''Periment. Every fisherman who returns a tag will also be sent information 
on the time and place ot taegi~ of the individual ~almono 
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4. List of Wor~ing Papers 
~ In this list, reference numbers are only quoted for three papers to 
be circulated to the International Commission for the Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries. 
1. A report on the 1971 salmon long-lining cruise off the Faroes, by G. Struthers. 
2. Scottish salmon tagging data 1963-1971, by D.A.F.S. Pitlochry. 
3. Greenland salmon research programme, 1971 - 'Adolf Jensen', by W. R. Munro. 
(ICESjICNAF Salmon Doe. 
4. Scottish salmon catch statistics, by W. R. Munro. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doe. 
5. Sex ratios of North Esk salmon in relation to age, by W. M. Shearer. 
(ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doe. 
6. The length, weight and age composition of commercial catches taken on the 
Rivers Tweed, Tay and Spey in 1971, by W. R. Munro and I. J. R. Hynd. 
7. The length, weight and age composition of the salmon catch of the North Esk 
(Scotland) in 1971, by W. M. Shearer. 
8. Summary of salmon parasite investigations 1970-71, by J. H. c. Pippy. 
(ICES!ICNAF Salmon Doc. 
9. First estimates of "salmon" versus grilse quantities in Canadian commercial 
catches, 1969 and 1970, by A. W. May and W. H. Lear. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon 
Doe. 
10. Gutted weight versus total length of Atlantic salmon at West Greenland, 
by A. W. May and W. H. Lear. 
11. Preliminary observations on differences in fishery contributions of hatchery-
reared Atlantic salmon (Salmo sal~) smolts related to stock selection and 
release location, by J. A. Ritter and D. B. Lister (ICES/ICNAF Salmon 
Doe. 
12. Exploitation of Miramiehi Atlantic salmon based on smolts tagged in 1968, 
1969 and 1970, by G. E. Turner. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doe. 
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13. A series of graphs prepared for discussion purposes for the March 1972 
Joint ICES/ICNAF -Horking Party on North Atlantic salmon. 
14. German long-line fishery off Norway 1971-
15. Research vessel fishing on salmon off Norway (catch, gear behaviour, age, 
tagging), by F. Thurow. 
16. Data from counting installations on the Rivers Coquet and Axe, by M.A.F.F. 
London. 
17. Salmon and grilse catches, by M.A.F.F. London. 
18. Percentage of female salmon in the upstream migrations on the River Axe, 
Devon, by M.A.F.F. London (ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doc. 
19. Salmon tagging data for England and Hales, by A. Swain. 
20. Salmon catches for England and Wales, by A. Swain. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon 
Doc. 
21. The derivation by analysis of covariance of indices of total migrant 
popUlation size from angling catch returns from the River Wye, by 
A. S. Champion. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doc. 
22. The Danish salmon fishery in the Norwegian Sea in 1971, by O. Christensen. 
23. Geographical and seasonal distribution of the Danish offshore salmon 
fishery at West Greenland in 1971, by O. Christensen. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon 
Doc. 
24. The Faroese offshore fishery for salmon at West Greenland 1971, by A. Reinert. 
(ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doc. 
25. The size composition and growth rate of salmon landed in West Greenland 
during the autumn, 1970, by J. M~ller Jensen. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doc. 
26. Grilse salmon relationship in two Irish rivers, by Eileen Twomey. 
(ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doc. 
27. Catches in 1971 and their seasonal break-down, by Eileen Twomey. (ICES/ICNAF 
Salmon Doc. 
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28. Rates of exploitation in Irish waters, by Eileen Twomey. (ICES/ICNAF 
Salmon Doe. 
29. Use of scales to determine mainland origin of Atlantic salmon caught 
in offshore waters, by K. H. Mosher. (ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doe. 
30. Second report of the Planning Group for the International Tagging 
Experiment at West Greenland in 1972. 
31. A Guide Book for participants in the ICES/ICNAF salmon tagging programme 
at Greenland, 1972. 
32. Canadian tagging data. 
33. Preliminary report of salmon tags of Maine (USA) origin recovered from 
fisheries in the ICNAF Convention area during 1971, by A. L. Meister. 
34. Norway, salmon catches. 
35. S~lmon tagging in the Norwegian Sea 1969-1971, by L. Rosseland. 
36. Norwegian salmon tagging data. 
37. Distant and local exploitation of a Labrador Atlantic salmon population 
by commercial fisheries, by R. F. Peet and J. D. Pratt. (ICES/ICNAF 
Salmon Doe. 
38. Norwegian salmon tagging data. 
39. Canadian catches of Atlantic salmon 1960-1970 (graph only). 
40. Overfishing and depleted stocks of Northwest Miramichi salmon, by P. F. Elson. 
(ICES/ICNAF Salmon Doe. 
41. Sex ratios of salmon and grilse, by P. F. Elson. 
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